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QUESTION 1

Which is the expected workflow for "lest-Driven Development"? 

A. Validate with the CI system, write the new functional code, and then verify that the test passes. 

B. Write a new test, validate with the a system, and then write the new functional code. 

C. Write a new falling unit test, write the new functional code to fix the test, verify that the test passes, and then refactor
the code. 

D. Write a new failing unit test, write the new functional code to fix the test, and then verify that the test passes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How can you configure a Declarative Pipeline to record the fingerprint of an artifact? 

A. CaII the fingerprintArtifact() step immediately after the archiveArtifacts( ) step. 

B. Enable the Declarative Pipeline \\'enableFingerprints\\' \\'option\\' . 

C. Set the Fingerprint Artifacts global configuration option. 

D. Set the "fingerprint: true" argument for the archiveArtifactsQ step. 

E. No action is required; Declarative Pipelines automatically record a fingerprint for each artifact. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens to all associated configuration metadata (on jobs, builds, etc) after a plugin is uninstalled? 

A. Nothing happens. The data remains on the persisted form of the configuration until the next save of that Rem (job,
etc.). 

B. It is deleted on the next restart of Jenkins. 

C. It Is deleted on the next configuration reload. 

D. It Is deleted Immediately. 

E. The data is backed up and then deleted from the live configuration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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A freestyle job is set up to "Enable concurrent builds if necessary" and configured to run on a single node. How can you
ensure that multiple concurrent runs share the same workspace? 

A. Pass the argument -Dhuason.model .Run. lockworkspace=false in the Jenkins master Invocation. 

B. Check "Do not lock workspace" In the Advanced Project Options of the project. 

C. Multiple concurrent runs can never share the same workspace. 

D. Define a "Custom workspace" path for the job. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of these tasks are ONLY available from the "Manage Jenkins\\'\\' page? Choose 2 answers 

A. Manage plugins 

B. Define views 

C. Configure credentials 

D. Open Blue Ocean 

E. Configure Global Security 

Correct Answer: AE 
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